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AbstractThe formation of nano-sized, coherent, solute-rich clusters (NSRC) is known to be animportant factor degrading the macroscopic properties of steels under irradiation. Themechanisms driving their formation are still debated. This work focuses on low-Cu reactorpressure vessel (RPV) steels, where solute species are generally not expected toprecipitate. We rationalize the processes taking place at the nanometre scale underirradiation, relying on the latest theoretical and experimental evidence on atomic-leveldiffusion and transport processes. These are compiled in a new model, based on the objectkinetic Monte Carlo (OKMC) technique. We evaluate the relevance of the underlyingphysical assumptions by applying the model to a large variety of irradiation experiments.Our model predictions are compared with new experimental data obtained with atomprobe tomography and small angle neutron scattering, complemented with informationfrom the literature. The results of this study reveal that the role of immobilized self-interstitial atoms (SIA) loops dominates the nucleation process of NSRC. 
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1 Introduction Assessing and predicting embrittlement of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels as afunction of the neutron dose is of crucial importance for the safe operation of nuclearpower plants. Substantial effort has been put over the last decades not only to develop so-called dose-damage correlations of semi-empirical nature [1], but also to ensure they arebased on mechanistic understanding [2]. The data to which these correlations are fit comefrom vessel surveillance [3], decommissioned vessels [4], or irradiation campaigns inmaterials testing reactors (MTR) [5-7]. For a longer-term application, effort has been putto develop fully physically informed suites of computer simulation codes, aimed atpredicting RPV steel radiation hardening [8,9], including microstructural examinationstudies in support of modelling [10-28]. These studies revealed that radiation hardeningin RPV steels, as well as in other types of iron alloys such as high-Cr ferritic-martensitic (F-M) materials, is mainly the consequence of the formation of high densities (~1023 m-3) ofnanometre-size solute-rich clusters (NSRC), which act as obstacles to dislocation motion[29,30]. Importantly, NSRC are also found in steels containing low quantities of Cu forwhich all solute species are found below their solubility limit. For this reason, this workfocuses on low Cu steels. Embrittlement in RPV steels ensues mainly from hardening, due to the fact that theobstruction of dislocation motion hinders the blunting of crack tips. Contributions fromembrittlement without hardening cannot be excluded either, due to solute segregation atgrain boundaries that can result in intergranular fracture [31], but these are generallyexpected to have a minor role in determining brittle behaviour. Microstructure examination experiments show that, after irradiation, the NSRC containvarying concentrations of Cu, Mn, Ni, Si and P, as well as Cr in the case of F-M steels. Due totheir small size and coherence with the matrix (body centred cubic – bcc – structure), theyare not easily resolvable to conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Theirexistence has been revealed mainly through other microstructural characterizationtechniques, such as atom probe tomography (APT) [10-21,32] and small angle neutronscattering (SANS) [24-28]. Recently, though, modern scanning TEM (STEM) techniquescoupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) allowed these clusters to be resolvedas well [33]. Empirical correlations reveal a direct proportionality between hardening (y, where y isthe yield strength and  indicates the increase) or embrittlement (TNDT, where TNDT is the
nil ductility temperature), and the square root of the volume fraction of these clusters[28,34]. Physical models show the dependence of hardening on the square root of densitytimes size [35,36]. Therefore, a quantitative assessment of radiation-induced hardeningand embrittlement as a function of radiation dose and dose-rate requires a correctdescription of the kinetics of the atomic-level processes that lead to the formation of theNSRC observed by APT, SANS, STEM-EDS, etc. The mentioned experimental techniquesprovide invaluable information concerning number density, size and composition of NSRCafter irradiation experiments. However, only physical models can describe the atomic-level processes that lead to their formation in sufficient detail, allowing the correctassessment of these quantities also without the need of microstructural examinations thatare not routinely performed on materials in operation, for any dose and at any dose-rate.In particular, the knowledge of the kinetics of formation is essential with a view topredicting correctly the build-up of damage versus dose, so as to be able to anticipate, asmuch as possible, the materials degradation up to doses of relevance for, e.g., long termoperation. 
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The involved processes stem from irradiation, which introduces in crystalline materials anexcess of point defects (vacancies and self-interstitial atoms) that are produced incascades of atomic displacements (displacement cascades). These are complex, collectiveprocesses that have been studied for decades by means of atomistic simulation tools, andare triggered by the collision of the incoming energetic particles (neutrons in nuclearreactors) with the atoms of the lattice [37-39].Because of the complexity of the physical processes induced by the continuous injection ofpoint defects during irradiation, the mechanisms leading to the subsequent formation ofNSRC are still debated. Previous works emphasized the role of driving forces fromthermodynamics [40-45]. In this framework the role of radiation defects (particularlyvacancies) would only be to accelerate the diffusion processes that lead the system tothermodynamic equilibrium in terms of phase separation, because their concentration iswell-above the equilibrium one. In this view, NSRC formation in RPV steels wouldessentially be an irradiation-enhanced process. In contrast, other researchers havesuggested that the evolution of the system is dominantly driven by mechanisms specific toirradiation [16, 21, 46, 47], i.e. considering as crucial the role of self-interstitial atoms(SIA). In this perspective, NSRC formation in RPV steels would be largely a radiation-induced process. The model proposed in Ref. [43] already suggested that bothmechanisms must be acting, highlighting the role of “cascade-induced nucleation” (this isthe expression used in [43]) . This work aims at providing a quantitative estimate of thedominant mechanisms that govern the formation of NSRC, considering both the role ofvacancies and SIAs, in the light of the latest theoretical and experimental evidenceconcerning atomic-level processes of diffusion and transport. For this reason, i.e. to collectand juxtapose all the relevant information, section 2 is devoted to reviewing the work thathas been done recently on these subjects. New experimental evidence from APT and SANSobtained in this work is reported, in complement to information from the literature. Thisreview is instrumental to be able to draw a detailed and complete map of the mechanismsthat can be considered responsible for the nucleation and growth of the NSRC. Next, insection 3, these mechanisms are incorporated in a new model that describes the evolutionof the radiation-induced nano-features in ferritic steels, by implementing for the first timeexplicit solute transport in an object kinetic Monte Carlo framework. The formation ofNSRC is one of the natural outputs of this model, which encompasses all features relatedwith irradiation effects at the nanometre scale, importantly including point-defectsclusters. The model is then applied, in section 4, to simulate irradiation experiments on awide variety of RPV steels and model alloys. Direct comparison between the modelprediction and experimental evidence with APT enables the relevance of the physicalassumptions that underlie the model to be tested. Our findings are then discussed insection 5, where we deduce what is the dominant mechanism at play. 
2 Mechanism driving the formation of nano-sized solute rich clusters
2.1 Theoretical considerationsIn this section we explain in detail our model, showing that it is rooted in extensivetheoretical studies performed over the last decade. Calculations with density functionaltheory (DFT) reveal that all the solute atoms that are typically observed in NSRC (Cu, Mn,
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Ni, Si and P) exhibit attractive binding energies with vacancies [48-50]. This has twoconsequences:1. These solutes are transported by single vacancies via a drag mechanism. To be moreprecise, the flux of vacancies is coupled to the flux of these solutes and oriented in thesame direction (positive correlation). This naturally leads to segregation of theseatoms at sinks where vacancies are absorbed. Messina et al. [49] demonstrated that,contrary to widespread perception, this dragging is a general process, common tomany solute species in Fe. The dragging is due to the fact that the presence of thesolute modifies locally the energy barriers for vacancy migration. The model byMessina et al. was based on an exact analytical self-consistent mean-field approach,making use of DFT-calculated migration barriers. The conclusion was that, in theinfinite dilution limit, the vacancy-solute flux stemming from this positive correlationis sufficiently strong for Cu, Ni, Mn, Si and P to produce radiation-induced segregationat point defect sinks up to relatively high temperatures. The range includes 300°C,which is the approximate operation temperature of the RPV, and in fact extends to thewhole ferromagnetic temperature range. On the contrary, a negative correlation andthus an absence of drag was predicted for typical solutes that are present in RPV andalso F/M steels, but are never found in NSRC, e.g. Mo. 2. Stable vacancy-solute clusters are expected to form. In this work (see later in section3), we have evaluated the magnitude of the collective binding energies betweensolutes and vacancies by performing a large amount of DFT calculations, up to tripletconfigurations (see supplementary material for the full tabulation). The results ofthese calculations demonstrate that solute-vacancy pairs can remain stable defects atRPV-relevant temperatures (near 300°C). We thus expect these configurations to benuclei for the formation of larger clusters.DFT also reveals a significant interaction between solute atoms and SIA defects, namely:1. Some solutes, specifically P, Mn and Cr, are transported by SIAs, via the formation andmigration of mixed dumbbells [50]. By definition, this implies the migration of theinvolved point-defects and solutes in the same direction. Hence, once again, transportof solutes towards point-defect sinks occurs. It has been calculated that these threesolutes are indeed prone to segregation at point defect sinks, due to SIA transport, upto high temperatures [48]. 2. It has also been shown that, in addition to small SIA clusters [51], small prismaticloops of self-interstitial nature that may form directly in displacement cascadesinteract strongly and attractively with solutes, especially with P, Si, Mn, Cu and Ni (inorder of strength) [52]. The interaction energy depends on whether the soluteinteracts with the centre or the edge of the loop; it ranges between 0.2 and 0.5 eV andcan be as high as 1 eV in the case of P. In addition, both experiments and atomisticstudies have shown that carbon-vacancy complexes (possibly nitrogen-vacancy andoxygen-vacancy complexes as well [53]) form abundantly under irradiation [54,55]and act as very efficient traps for gliding prismatic loops [56], with interactionenergies as high as 1.3 eV [57]. The existence of an affinity between solute atoms andloops, as revealed by DFT, has been extended to atomistic studies with interatomicpotentials using Metropolis Monte Carlo techniques. These studies revealed that Cu,Mn, Ni, and P (Si has not been studied because of the absence of a suitable Fe-Siinteratomic potential) naturally tend to accumulate around extended defects, such asdislocation loops and lines. They thus create energetically stable clouds around them,as well as precipitates (the simulations specifically suggest the formation of Cu and
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NiMn B2 phase precipitates, or Mn-rich regions, attached to dislocation loops andlines) [58,59].
Fig. 1 – Hypothetical scenario for the formation of NSRC. Solute atoms and point-defects are represented bycoloured circles (see legend). Fe is the matrix, not depicted in the figure. J I and JV denote the incoming flux ininterstitial defect or vacancy defects, respectively.
Based on these considerations, we propose here the general scenario illustrated in Fig. 1for the nucleation of NSRC in steels under irradiation. A first sketch of this possiblescenario has been put forward for FeMnNi alloys [60-61], but it is here generalised andfully developed for the first time. To start with, two distinct mechanisms of NSRCnucleation may exist:1) In Fig. 1a-1c, nucleation occurs because of the interaction between SIA-defects and solute atoms.  a. In Fig. 1a, small, glissile, one-dimensionally migrating SIA clusters (small prismaticdislocation loops) are created in the material during or after displacementcascades [37-39, 62]. Their migration energy is ~0.1 eV or less in the absence ofinteraction with impurities [63]. b. I n Fig. 1b, the migrating SIA cluster encounters solute atoms (or carbon-vacancycomplexes) along its glide prism. Its migration is hence temporarily stopped, dueto the attractive interaction, the strength of which depends on the nature of thesolute (or complex) and its relative position with respect to the loop (centre oredge) [52]. While in most cases a relatively weak binding energy is involved, somesolutes, like P, or pairs of solutes, as well as carbon-vacancy complexes, can trap theloop with energy values around, or in excess of, 1 eV. At the RPV operationtemperature, this energy is sufficient to immobilise the defect completely. Thesetypes of encounters are more likely with increasing solute concentration. DFT
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studies [52] show, in addition, that the interaction with multiple solutes adds up instrength, thereby making weakly interacting solutes like Cu, Ni and Mn also able toact as traps, when combined. Since a single prismatic dislocation loop cannot, bygliding, drag substitutional solutes with it, this interaction does not lead to netsolute transport [64]. c. I n Fig. 1c, provided that the time of immobilization is long enough, the loopeffectively becomes a sink for migrating point defects. Since many point-defects areexpected to carry solute atoms, there is a high chance that new solutes are therebydeposited on the loop. The loop remains thus trapped with increasing strength,eventually losing any possibility of migrating away from the trapping solutes, whilethe local concentration of solutes keeps increasing. The latter effect, combinedwith the strong affinity that some solutes have for loops [52], makes theselocations ideal for the precipitation of equilibrium thermodynamic phases,including some that would not precipitate if the concentration remained equal tothe nominal one [65]. However, this process favours the accumulation of solutesirrespective of whether they do or do not form a known stable thermodynamicphase. Thus, the composition of NSRCs may, but need not, correspond to thecomposition of stable thermodynamic phases. In addition, a recent thermodynamicstudy [66] based on DFT revealed that the number of phases that may exist in RPV-steel like systems is extremely large, well beyond the number of phases includede.g. in Thermo-Calc [67]. Thus, the variety of potentially possible compositions isreally wide.2) In Fig. 1d-1f, a similar scheme to that above is anticipated, this time pivoting aroundthe interaction between vacancy defects and solute atoms:a. Like SIA defects, migrating vacancies, or migrating small vacancy-clusters in Fig. 1d,are likely to encounter solute atoms. Mutual binding between vacancies andsolutes leads to the formation of complexes, as revealed by our DFT study (seesupplementary material). Small solute-vacancy clusters as depicted in Fig. 1e cantherefore form. b. Consequently, in Fig. 1f, these vacancy-solute clusters are also expected to play therole of sinks for other migrating point-defects. As the latter carry solute atoms, thelocal enrichment increases (similarly to Fig. 1c). It is important to note that, incontrast to SIA-solute clusters in Fig. 1c, solute-vacancy clusters can dissolve atRPV-relevant temperatures. Since the magnitude of binding energy for a singlevacancy, or a vacancy-solute pair is of the order of 0.3-0.7 eV (see supplementarymaterial), the emission of single defects from the cluster constantly occurs, alsoprovoking the dissolution of solute species. Following the nucleation events described above, Fig. 1 also depicts possible growthmechanisms, via transitions indicated by thick arrows. Since loops cannot transportsolutes, and assuming that the transport of solutes clusters by vacancies is negligible, nodirect coalescence of NSRC is expected. Instead, immobilized defects in Fig. 1c and Fig 1fare affected by the incoming flux of mobile single point defects, which is always associatedwith a positive flux of solute atoms. Given a particular defect, we define as JI the incomingflux of self-interstitial atoms towards it, and as Jv the incoming flux of vacancies towards it:c. The case JI > Jv, i.e. incoming flux predominantly of SIA kind (including single SIAsbut also small SIA clusters not yet immobilized by solute atoms), thusoutnumbering the incoming flux of vacancies, is depicted by thick black arrows inFig. 1. A vacancy-solute cluster in Fig. 1f would thus follow the transition Tfg,gradually losing its vacancy content, until becoming a small decorated loop like in
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Fig. 1g. Should the magnitude of JI be large enough, the defect can even follow theTgh transition and become a large loop like in Fig. (1h). Since the binding betweensolutes and loops is stronger at the periphery of the latter [52], solutes areexpected to accumulate there, giving rise to the ring shape depicted in the figure.Defects originally nucleated as in the Fig. 1a-1c events also follow the same fate. d. The case Jv > JI, i.e. the net balance of incoming point defects is higher for vacanciesthan SIA, is depicted by thick blue arrows in Fig. 1. Small loops like in Fig. 1g are inthis case expected to shrink, eventually becoming SIA-free defects, as depicted inFig. 1i. Defects originally nucleated in Fig. 1d-1f events also evolve towards thisconfiguration.Our model in Fig. 1 therefore foresees the existence of three distinct kinds of solute-richclusters. They are all visible using APT, provided that the total number of solute atomsinvolved is large enough.
 In Fig 1g, small loops are not visible to the TEM because the number of SIA defects istoo small. They are, however, visible to the APT thanks to their solute decoration,which would be seen as a spherical cloud of solute atoms, while the SIA content cannotbe resolved by this experimental technique. It is important to note that the interstitialnature of the loop makes it very unlikely that a SIA is released from it, because thebinding energy of SIAs to mother clusters is on the order of several eV, except forclusters of 2-3 SIA [68]. On the other hand, vacancies approaching the defect willrecombine and therefore will not produce any solute transport or rearrangement.Consequently, it is very unlikely that solutes can be removed from a decorated self-interstitial loop. They can thus only grow in number of solute atoms.
 In Fig. 1h, big solute-decorated loops are foreseen as a possible limiting case fromFig1g, given favourable conditions. These defects are visible to the TEM, because of theirloop nature. Their typical ring-shape is likely to be visible to the APT as well, ifhomogeneously decorated by solute atoms. However, solute atoms may alsoaccumulate inhomogeneously, giving rise to groups of separate solute clusters lying onthe habit plane of the loop.
 In Fig. 1i, the solute-rich cluster is free of SIA. It has a vacancy content instead, whichcan be single vacancies, or small vacancy clusters. It is thus not visible to the TEM, butmay be seen as a diffuse cloud of atoms by APT; moreover, positron annihilationspectroscopy (PAS) will be sensitive to the presence of these clusters and may helpdetect them. The solute cluster may grow further (positive incoming flux of soluteatoms), but may also dissolve, especially if not corresponding to any stable phase.Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 1i, here the release of vacancies (Fig. 1i2) and thus also theemission of solute-vacancy pairs (Fig. 1i3), is possible, so these types of clusters arethermally less stable. This reminds of the so-called “unstable matrix damage”sometimes invoked to explain neutron dose rate effects in RPV steel embrittlement[69,70]. In summary, the conceptual model depicted in Fig. 1 and based on the most relevanttheoretical evidence anticipates that NSRC nucleation can take place from the mutualinteraction between solute atoms with vacancies and SIA defects. Because of the strongaffinities between point-defects and solute atoms, ‘nuclei’ for NSRC can be as small as oneor two solutes. The solute-solute interaction and relevant thermodynamic driving forceswill only have a role (if any) at a later stage, when the local concentration has grownsufficiently to trigger thermodynamic processes. In other words, the catalysing effect ofpoint defect clusters requires no solute-cluster critical size that should be overcome sothat the interface energy is compensated by the gain in free energy due to phase
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separation, as in a “classical” nucleation-and-growth scenario driven by single vacancydiffusion and thermodynamic forces. Nor must the compositions of the NSRC correspondnecessarily to thermodynamic phases, strongly or weakly stable, out of all those that arepossible [66]: non-equilibrium compositions may also appear and be stable, because ofthe affinity with point-defects and their clusters [58]. 
2.2 Experimental evidenceMany pieces of experimental evidence support our conceptual model for NSRC formation,as depicted in Fig. 1. To start with, APT frequently reveals segregation of solute atoms on various crystaldefects such as dislocation lines, grain boundaries or carbide matrix interfaces inirradiated RPV steels [16-23, 32]. This clearly supports the hypothesis that solute atomsare continuously dragged by single point defects towards point-defect sinks, irrespectiveof the magnitudes of solute-solute interactions. Next, a large number density (~1022 m- 3 to 102 3 m-3) of roughly spherical NSRC issystematically reported in nearly all APT studies on irradiated steels [10-24]. A typicalimage obtained from APT is shown in Fig. 2. These are clearly associated with the defectsdepicted in Fig. 1g and Fig 1i, as discussed above. A collection of experimental data, manyof which part of this work, is summarized in Tab. 1, for a total of 10 materials, that aredivided in three categories: (1) Model alloys for RPV steels; (2) base metals in RPV steels;(3) weld metals in RPV steels. Irradiation conditions in terms of dose rate andtemperatures also differ through Tab. 1, as sample materials were irradiated either inoperating nuclear power plants, or in MTR facilities. The majority of these data wereobtained during the LongLife European project [71], but had remained so far unpublished(they are therefore denoted as “this work” in Tab. 1). 
Fig 2 – Atom maps showing the distribution of soluteatoms in a small volume of a typical French RPV steel(base metal) irradiated with neutrons at 290°C [14]. Thesample has a volume of 45×45×190 nm3. 
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Studies in model alloys for RPV steels using PAS techniques, suggest the existence ofcomplexes with up to 10 vacancies associated with solutes [72-75]. This proves that theclusters depicted in Fig. 1i as a possible consequence of the assumptions of our modelactually exist. Interestingly, PAS studies also reveal that the majority of vacancy-typedefects are in fact found in a Fe-rich environment, i.e., they are not associated with a localhigh solute concentration. This can be appreciated by looking at S-W curves, e.g. in Fig. 8in Ref. [76]. It is seen that these curves, for irradiated RPV steels, are close to the onecorresponding to pure Fe, and not to those associated with pure Ni or pure Mn materials.This indirectly suggests the dilute nature of the clusters against the compact shape thatwould be expected for nuclei of specific thermodynamic phases. Fig. 3 summarizes the characteristics of the NSRC as seen by APT, for all cases listed inTab. 1. It reveals no clear trends between density/size of NSRC and radiation dose, exceptfor a weak tendency to slowly increase the number density and the volume fraction withdose, as is substantiated by a power law fit. The number density is generally measuredbetween 1022 m-3 and 1023 m-3 in the whole range of doses from 0.01 to almost 1 dpa. Themean size of the NSRC lies between 1 and 4 nm, with an average around 2.5 nm andessentially no increase with dose. Importantly, the volume fraction exhibits no suddenappreciable increase above a certain incubation dose. This suggests that the mechanismthat is responsible for the formation of NSRC deviates from a classical nucleation andgrowth process: solute clusters keep more or less constant size, as if solutes were equallydistributed in each of them, and slowly grow in number.
Fig. 3 – Evolution with the received neutron dose of the number density N, average size D and volumefraction (f = ND3/6) of the NSRC, as evidenced by APT and SANS, and used as reference data in this work(see description and references in Tab. 1). Dashed lines show power law regressions. 
Finally, experimental evidence for defects as depicted in Fig. 1h is found in the literature.The point-defect content of NSRC cannot be deduced by APT. Nevertheless, if the loop islarge enough, due to the particularly favourable edge location, rings of solutes have beendetected, for example toroidal segregations of Mn, Ni and Si were observed in RussianVVER RPV base metals [71]. Coincidentally, dislocation loops were observed by TEM inthe same materials [77], with densities (~1022 m-3) and sizes (about 5 nm) compatiblewith these toroidal APT solute clusters (respectively 6-7nm and 1022 m-3). Similar APTobservations of solute rings have been reported in [78]. Alternatively, lumps of soluteclusters decorating discontinuously the loop edge line have been detected after carefulanalysis of APT results, as a system of close clusters lying on the same atomic plane [79].Planar clusters of solute atoms were reported also in APT studies on VVER materials [13],
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as well as in austenitic steels (although in the latter case at a significantly higher dose, i.e.,10 to 28 dpa) [78]. These are all clear evidences that solute clusters are indeed associatedwith large loops in some irradiated steels, as stemming from the assumption of the model(Fig. 1h).  Such clusters are, however, far less common than spherical clusters. To theauthors’ knowledge, they have never been observed in Western RPV materials, in therange of chemical compositions and irradiation conditions that are listed in Tab. 1. This isconsistent with the physics of irradiation-induced defects, considering the differences ofdiffusion properties between SIA and vacancy defects: SIA defects tend to be one-dimensionally migrating, thus the sink strength towards sinks diluted in the bulk of thematerials is lower. Consequently, in Fig. 1, JV is, in a majority of cases, higher than JI.
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Table 1 – List of chemical composition and irradiation conditions for the RPV materials investigated in this study. The last column indicates the range of numerical values for the ESat(bind)  parameter (defined in the supplementary material) that maximizes the agreement between OKMC simulations and experimental data. The abbreviations LDR, MDR and HDR stand for “low/medium/high neutron dose rate”, respectively. Data denoted as “this work” were obtained during the LONGLIFE European Project [71].
Name Reactor Temp
(°C)
Dose rate
(dpa/s)
Grain
size
(m)
Disl. Dens.
(1014 m-2) C(appm) Cu (at%) Ni (at%) Mn (at%) Si (at%) P (at%) Cr (at%) Exp.techniq
ue
Ref ESat
(bind)
(eV)
Model alloys for RPV steels (RPV-M)
FeNiMn MTR 290 2.5×10-9(MDR) 75 0.5 50 - 0.73 1.12 - 0.0045 - APT [80] 0.7 – 0.851.3×10-7(HDR)
FeCuNiMn MTR 290 2.5×10-9(MDR) 75 0.5 50 0.068 0.57 0.98 - 0.0034 - APT [10] 0.7 – 0.81.3×10-7(HDR)
Base metal in RPV steels in French PWR plants (RPV-BM)EDF 1 NPP 270 2×10-10(LDR) 1 2.5 150 0.078 0.61 1.02 0.61 0.018 0.16 APT Thiswork 0.85 – 0.9EDF 2 NPP 286 2.5×10-10(LDR) 1 2.5 150 0.031 0.51 1.1 0.36 0.011 0.21 APTSANS Thiswork 0.75 – 0.8EDF 3 NPP 286 2×10-10(LDR) 1 2.5 150 0.029 0.38 0.86 1.0 0.016 0.021 APTSANS Thiswork 0.75 – 0.8
FZD NPP 255 1.7×10-10(LDR) 1 2.5 150 0.024 0.7 0.56 0.47 0.036 0.18 SANS Thiswork 0.7 – 0.94×10-9 (MDR)MTR 290 5×10-9 (MDR)10-7 (HDR)
Weld metals in RPV steels (RPV-W)Ringhals E NPP 275 2.5×10-10(LDR) 1 2.5 150 0.05 1.5 1.25 0.41 0.01 0.07 APT [22] 0.7 – 0.75RinghalsN NPP 275 2.5×10-10(LDR) 1 2.5 150 0.06 1.97 1.1 0.28 0.02 0.07 APT [22] 0.7 – 0.75ANP2 NPP 285 1.8×10-8(MDR) 1 2.5 150 0.026 0.96 0.88 0.24 0.034 0.11 APTSANS Thiswork 0.7 – 0.8ANP6 NPP 280 5.7×10-10(LDR) 1 2.5 150 0.07 1.61 1.144 0.3 0.022 0.075 APT Thiswork undefined4×10-9 (MDR)
3  Object kinetic Monte Carlo model for NSRC formationThe relative importance of the different mechanisms summarized in Fig. 1 to drive theprocess of NSRC formation, can be quantified by introducing them, with suitableparameters, in a model that describes the evolution of the nanostructure. The features ofthis model, conceptually described in section 2, are presented in what follows. Premisesfor such model were already proposed in previous work by Jansson et al. [81] andChiapetto et al. [60-61], based on the object kinetic Monte Carlo (OKMC) method [82],but limiting the scope to simple model alloys (Fe-C, Fe-MnNi). Here we generalise thosemodels, by adding all the required reactions for the mechanisms shown in Fig. 1, so as todescribe neutron irradiation in steels (section 3.1), including explicit treatment of solutetransport. This generalization is made possible by the massive calculation of parametersperformed using DFT, as reported in section 3.2.
3.1 General description of the modelIn an OKMC simulation, the evolution of a system that contains diffusing species isdescribed stochastically. These can be point defects, their clusters, or complexesinvolving point defects and solutes – e.g. vacancy-solute clusters – altogether denoted as‘objects’. Each object is located at given coordinates in a simulation volume with periodicboundary conditions and has an associated reaction volume, conveniently assumed to bespherical, whenever this approximation is reasonable. Large loops have an associatedtoroidal volume. If mobile, the object can migrate by discrete jumps of a given distance,according to pre-defined probabilities. When the reaction volume of an object overlapswith the volume of another one, depending on the nature of the two, they mayrecombine (e.g. a self-interstitial with a vacancy), cluster (progressively forming cavitiesor dislocation loops), become trapped (if an immobile complex is formed), or beabsorbed by sinks. Objects can also dissociate (e.g. by emission of a point defect) ormove away from a trap, again according to pre-defined probabilities. All these are events.The probability for migration and dissociation events is expressed in terms of Arrheniusfrequencies for thermally activated processes [83], in the framework of the transitionstate theory:
Γ e=νeexp⁡(−Ee
(act )
k BT )  (1)H e re e is the attempt frequency (or pre-factor) of the event e, and Ee(act) is thecorresponding activation energy, both these parameters being an input to the model; kBis Boltzmann’s constant and T is the irradiation temperature expressed in K. Since theactivation energy for migration or emission depends on the type and the size of theobjects involved, a large number of parameters is needed for a standard simulation.These parameters may be derived using data from ab initio calculations and/ormolecular dynamics, as well as other atomistic calculations, or from experimentswhenever available. In some cases, rate theory helps to extend them to larger clustersizes, while sometimes educated guesses are unavoidable. The parameters used in thiswork for the properties of vacancies and self-interstitial clusters are the result of years
accumulating information and addressing increasingly complex alloys, as detailed in [60-61, 81]. Departures from those parameters, or additions, are described in what follows.The main and crucial addition introduced here with respect to previous work [60-61, 81]concerns the explicit treatment and redistribution of solute atoms of different chemicalnature during irradiation. The work of Chiapetto et al. [60-61] considered the Fe-C-NiMnalloy. The effect of all alloying elements was accounted for in a ‘grey alloy’approximation, i.e. their effect was translated into a change of the value of theparameters that define the mobility and stability of point defects and their clusters, as afunction of the nominal composition: the effect was thus equal everywhere in thesimulation volume and no solute redistribution could take place, because solutes werephysically not in the box, only their effect. Here, in contrast, the Fe-C-CuNiMnSiP systemis directly addressed, including explicitly all the alloying elements of steels used innuclear applications that are known to produce NSRC. Doing this increases thecomplexity of the model, because the interaction of each solute with the other solutesand with point-defects needs to be described. The way the model works is pictorially illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Fig 4 – Schematic description of our OKMC model. Different routes for the injected defects are highlightedwith different colours, and so are the defects visible to the TEM or the APT experimental techniques.
The initial condition is a simulation volume devoid of point defects and their clusters.Substitutional solutes, namely Cu, Ni, Mn, P, and Si, are randomly distributed in thevolume, while C impurities are included as trapping objects (see detailed explanations inRefs. [60-61, 81, 84]), according to the bulk composition of the steel of interest. Thedislocation network is represented by spherical sinks for point defects, with strengthequivalent to the dislocation density observed in the material before irradiation. Thegrain size is accounted for by associating each object with two sets of coordinates: thosein the simulation volume and those with respect to the centre of a grain. For conveniencegrains are treated as spheres. Periodicity is applied to the former set of coordinates, butnot to the latter. Each newly created object is assigned a random position within the
grain. When the position of the object coincides with the spherical surface (grainboundary), the object disappears. Irradiation events, i.e. the appearance of a displacement cascade or the production ofisolated Frenkel pairs (vacancy + self-interstitial), take place in a stochastic manner,based on the dose rate assigned, expressed in displacements-per-atom per second(dpa/s), applying the Norgett-Robinson-Torrens (NRT) equation [85, 86] (this choice ismade to allow comparison with the dpa as calculated in experiments). A displacementcascade is, from the point of view of the model, a pre-defined list of point defects andtheir clusters, with defined positions with respect to the centre of mass of the cascade.Cascades are taken randomly from a database produced using molecular dynamics. Eachis randomly rotated and injected into a randomly selected area of the simulation volume,as depicted in the left corner in Fig. 4. The thermally activated diffusion of the defectsthen takes place, as the Monte Carlo algorithm selects migration events. Some correlatedrecombination (i.e. within the cascade region) is likely to occur, but most survivingdefects will diffuse to longer distances, following different possible routes (referring toFig. 4):
 Route 1: SIA defects migrate in first instance because, in the absence of a significantconcentration of solutes or impurities, their migration energy is low: < 0.35-0.5 eVfor three-dimensionally (3D) migrating single SIAs or small clusters thereof, and aslow as ~0.1 eV or less for one-dimensionally (1D) gliding loops. 1D gliding loops maybecome trapped, or annihilate with vacancies, but many will leave the originalcascade region and reach dislocations or grain boundaries. A small proportion ofthem, via clustering or trapping and coalescence, is expected to form bigger defects,becoming dislocation loops visible to TEM if they grow large enough (> 2nm indiameter).
 Route 2: vacancy defects follow analogue fates as SIA defects in route 1, with thesignificant differences that: (a) the migration energy is larger (> 0.6 eV and > 1 eV forsizes above 5 vacancies) and therefore the diffusion kinetics is orders of magnitudeslower; (b) the migration has a full 3D character instead of a 1D character, favouringinteractions with the other defects in their immediate vicinity. Consequently, vacancydefects spontaneously form a higher density of smaller-sized defects. Nevertheless,some of them may eventually grow to form nanovoids, visible by TEM (>1.5 nm).Very few vacancies are expected to reach the grain boundary or dislocations.Routes 1 and 2 deliberately describe radiation-induced nano-feature evolutions that takeplace in a relatively pure material, virtually free of solute atoms and containingessentially only C atoms or, to a lesser extent, other interstitial impurities, such as N andO, that act as traps forming complexes with vacancies [53]. The presence of solutessubstantially reduces the mobility of defects (especially SIA):
 Route 3: Solute atoms, initially distributed in random positions in the matrix,strongly interact with migrating point defects or clusters. While the stable SIA-soluteor vacancy-solute pairs that form are mobile, small SIA loops and vacancy clustersare rapidly immobilized by interacting with multiple solutes. Immobilized point-defect clusters become sinks for point defects that drag solutes, thereby providingnucleation sites for NSRC. Depending on the flux of incoming point-defects andspecies, and on the stability of the point-defect/solute complexes that form, the NSRCcan either grow or dissolve. Since they are immobile, coalescence hardly ever occurs,thereby preventing the formation of significantly larger features: this is likely to bethe reason why voids or loops are only rarely observed in RPV steels by TEM, or onlyat sufficiently high dose.
 Route 4: The NSRC formed in route 3, due to their small size (and often undefinedthermodynamic phase nature) remain coherent with the lattice structure of the Fematrix. Occasionally they may grow to such an extent that a local phase change mayhappen. One example could be the formation of an fcc Cu precipitate in Fe, whichexperimentally only takes places when a coherent Cu cluster has grown above 5 nmdiameter [87]. The initial conditions coupled with the parameters describing migration anddissociation events, together with the reaction volumes, will determine the resultantrecombination, clustering, trapping and absorption rates in the simulation. If thephysical parameterization is reasonable, the model will prove to be physically sound andaccurately reflect the imposed operating conditions (temperature, dose-rate, dose, …).For instance, in the range of 1-3 at% of solutes, route 3 is expected to dominate, whileroute 1 and route 2 will dominate in very dilute alloys. In the model presented here, the physical parameterization is based on an extensivedatabase of migration and binding energy values calculated by DFT. However, thisdatabase cannot cover all possible combinations of solutes and point-defects, even lessall size ranges. So, a simplified description of the binding energy values to extrapolate toall cluster sizes is needed. The parameters will also be affected by the initial conditions.Parameters such as the actual initial dislocation density or concentration of carbonatoms in the matrix are often not known, or known with low precision. In these cases,the values assigned to the initial conditions are more of an assumption than an actualexperimental input. Unless APT measurements are available, uncertainties affect also theconcentration in the matrix of solutes that form carbides or other phases duringfabrication, for example Mn. Changes on these initial concentrations of solute atoms inthe matrix may have an effect on the simulation results. A full range sensitivity studyshould be performed for all initial condition parameters; however, this would beextremely cumbersome and out of the scope of the present work, that does not have theambition of presenting a fully calibrated model. Instead, we aim to demonstrate that thephysical assumptions of the model lead to reasonable results based on comparison withexperimental data. We thus use sensible parameters to evaluate which, out of all thosedescribed in section 2.1, are the dominant evolution pathways. Therefore, initialconditions such as dislocation density or C content of the matrix are here based on eitherknown experimental data or reasonable guesses, and are the same for all steels,distinguishing only the case of model alloys, where lower C contents and dislocationdensities than in steels are expected.
3.2 Parameterization of events related to point-defect/solute clustersFour new events must be adequately parameterized in the OKMC model, for describingthe interactions between solute atoms and point-defects, as depicted in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5 – Definition of four events for an accurate description of the interactions between solute atoms and point-defects in our OKMC model.
Except for A1, all these events correspond to the separation of a reactant in twoproducts, denoted as O  O1 + O2, where by convention O1 is the object that migratesaway from O2. In order to parameterize the events in Fig. 5 in an OKMC model, theirfrequency Γ e❑  in Eq. 1 needs to be calculated with an activation energy expressed, ingeneral, as:
Ee
(act)=EO1
(mig)+EO1 , O2
(bind)    (2)Here, e = A, B, C or D in Fig. 5. The first term is the migration energy of O1 alone and thesecond one is the binding energy between O1 and O2. The values of EO1 ,O2(bind)  have beenhere calculated by DFT methods for a large number of small clusters, up to triplets. Theuse of DFT is necessary because no interatomic potentials [88] exist that can treat therequired chemical complexity, nor are other cohesive energy models such as DFT-fittedcluster expansions [89] currently available. The shortcoming of using DFT is that thebinding energy EO1 ,O2(bind) could not be systematically evaluated for all (or many) sizes,because of the prohibitive computing time that the evaluation of the combinatoriallylarge number of possible NSRC chemical compositions would demand. Therefore, thebinding energies associated with bigger defects than those tabulated in thesupplementary material must be estimated:
EO1 ,O2
(bind ) =EO1 ,O2
(bind )|DFT                    if available (3)                = EO1 ,O2(bind )|Est                  otherwise  (4)
Here, the subscript “Est” refers to cases where the binding energy is estimated byextrapolating from the available DFT data, using simplifying assumptions that aredescribed in detail in the supplementary material.The main assumption in our model concerns event D, which describes the dissociation ofa single vacancy, or a vacancy-solute pairs, from a NSRC. For simplicity, we estimated thebinding energy between a NSRC and a single vacancy assuming that EO1 ,O2(bind )|Est  in Eq. 4has a constant value of 0.6 eV. In contrast, the binding energy with a vacancy-solute pairwas assumed to increase with the size of the NSRC, expressed in terms of the absolutenumber of solute atoms in the defect. Inspired from our database of DFT data, weassumed that in this case EO1 ,O2(bind )|Est  linearly increases from 0.52 eV until the NSRCcontains 65 atoms. It is then assumed to have a constant, saturated value, henceforthdenoted as ESat(bind ) .
3.3 Comparison of OKMC predictions with APTIn our OKMC model a NSRC is represented by a composition vector (see supplementarymaterial) assigned to a specific location in space. To compare with APT, thisrepresentation must be converted into an emulation of the reconstructed 3D data, asobserved by the experimental technique. This is done in two steps, as illustrated in Fig. 6.As a first step, an atomic configuration needs to be created by distributing the soluteatoms and the point defects in a confined region of space around the position of thecluster. To do this we deliberately assume that the solute atoms are arranged in acompact manner, filling all neighbouring positions around the central coordinates. Featoms are also included in the spherical cluster, in randomly chosen positions,corresponding to the number of solute-free dumbbells that were absorbed by theclusters. The second step consists of treating the data to emulate the experimentallimitations associated with APT, thereby enabling a like for like comparison betweensimulation and experiment. During an APT experiment individual atoms are fieldevaporated from the sample and their positions of impact on a detector are used todetermine their relative positions prior to evaporation. The process is not perfect sincenot all of the atoms are detected (typically between 37% and 60%, depending on theequipment) and the field evaporation is extremely complex, leading to inherent artefactssuch as a degraded spatial resolution and trajectory aberrations. The detection efficiencyis straightforward to emulate, namely atoms from model data are eliminated at randomto yield the appropriate detection efficiency. For simplicity, even though experimentswere performed with different equipment, we assume a constant detection efficiency of40% for all chemical species. The position uncertainty is greater in the lateral directionwith respect to the normal of the surface of the APT needle, than longitudinally [90] andcan be sufficiently large to prevent resolution of extremely small clusters. To simulatethis effect in the model data, a Gaussian distributed random noise (FWHM=1nm in theplane perpendicular to the needle axis, FWHM=0.1nm in the direction of the needle axis)has been applied to the atomic coordinates [90]. Finally, a simple close neighboursalgorithm is applied in order to search for clusters in the simulation box. It has to benoticed that artefacts such as trajectory focusing are not explicitly considered here. Theanalysis of the simulation results, after the treatment that is described above, is lesscritical than the analysis of experimental APT data, because in fact precise information is
available about every single atom: the randomization as described is introduced to bemore consistent with the situation of the experiment. Importantly, the simulationvolumes are comparable with usual APT tip volumes, i.e. ̴105-106 nm3.
Fig. 6 – Procedure followed for the comparison between NSRC predicted as en outcome of OKMCpredictions and experimental evidence with APT. On (A) the solute clusters as described in the OKMCmodel (composition vector) are transformed into a compact 3D structure (B), which are later on virtuallydistorted as the APT measurement would do (C).
4 Application and results In this section, we apply the OKMC model described in section 3, to the whole set ofmaterials and irradiation conditions listed in Tab. 1. A few input parameters deservepreliminary discussion:
 The chemical compositions given in the table are the measured matrix values fromAPT and they are used as input for the model. The values differ from the nominalchemical compositions specified by the steel manufacturers, because some solutes(for example Mn) tend to form carbides. Where APT data was not available (e.g.when samples were only analysed with SANS), it was assumed that 20% of the Mnsolutes was located in carbides [60-61]. 
 We assumed that the grain size is 75 m and the dislocation density is 5∙1013 m-2 forall model alloys [10, 7], which are ferritic materials, because in this casemeasurements exist. The ambiguous definition of the grain size in the bainitic phaseand the often lacking assessment of the dislocation density before irradiation in thecase of steels obliged us to assume a grain size of 1 m and a dislocation density of2.5∙1014 m-2, based on only a few studies [91].
 The concentration of free C in the bulk of the bainitic phase is rarely (if ever)reported, because experimentally this measurement is not trivial. Most C is expectedto precipitate in carbides, or segregate at grain boundaries and dislocations, butsome remains in the matrix. In this study, we adopt similar hypotheses to those in[60-61, 81, 84], namely the bulk C concentration is assumed to be 50 appm for allmodel alloys and 150 appm in the case of steels.The development of a model with fully quantitative capabilities ideally requires anaccurate evaluation of the impact of all the above parameters that define the initialconditions. However, the numerical values chosen here can be considered realistic andwill not change over orders of magnitude. Furthermore, in this study our purpose is notto obtain the best quantitative agreement possible for each case. Instead, we aim to
evaluate whether the mechanisms that have been implemented in the model, as in Fig. 1,are sufficient to explain quantitatively the experimentally observed formation of NSRC insteels under irradiation, and if so which evolution pathways dominate. The one parameter that is mainly responsible for inaccuracies is ESat(bind )  defined above,because of the approximation that is made by assuming that a quantity that shoulddepend on the local atomic configuration is a constant, irrespective of the accumulateddose, i.e. irrespective of the evolution of the size and composition of the NSRC. Differentvalues were used for this parameter, to appreciate its impact on the model predictions.Simulations were performed in boxes with dimensions 110 a0 × 120 a0 × 180 a0, i.e., 31.6nm × 34.4 nm × 51.7 nm which contain 4.752 million atoms. Each simulation was in factperformed in ten independent boxes, and overall statistics were performed; in each case,the total volume being analysed following the procedure of comparison with APT asdescribed in section 3.3 was thus 5.62×105 nm3, containing 47.5 million atoms. Theresults are summarized in Fig. 7 to Fig. 10. The left panels compare the geometricfeatures of the NSRC as predicted by our OKMC model with experimental evidence. Thenumber density is affected by the numerical value of ESat(bind ) , while the average size isalmost insensitive to it. Overall, one can see that the OKMC predictions fall in theexperimental range, provided that the value of ESat(bind ) is in an adequate range.Remarkably, the latter appears to be reasonably small and limited to: 
ESat
(bind )=0.7−0.9  eV    (5)In specific steels the range of uncertainty is even narrower. Only a few cases exhibit asignificant discrepancy with experimental evidence: (a) two materials, namely, theFeCuNiMn alloy at high dose-rate (in Fig. 7) and the FZD steel at medium dose-rate (inFig. 8) show a large scatter of experimental data, which makes the comparison with theOKMC model more open to interpretation; (b) The ANP6 cases (in Fig. 10) were lesssatisfactorily predicted by the OKMC model. Concerning the Fe content in the NSRC, our model predicts it to be in a range between5% and 10%, as reported in the extra figures in the supplementary material. This ishowever difficult to compare with experimental evidence, because APT data is likely tobe influenced by inherent artefacts associated with this technique [33, 92]. For thisreason, the central panels in Fig. 7 to Fig. 10 report the mean chemical compositions ofthe NSRC (normalized to 1) in terms of Ni, Mn, Si and P, excluding the Fe content.  Thesame was done for the APT data reported in the figures. One can see that thecompositions of the NSRC in the OKMC model tend to correlate with the overall chemicalcomposition of the material. This was expected, because the driving force for theirformation in our model is the transport of matrix solute atoms towards sinks,irrespective of the composition of existing clusters. We see that the observations by APTappear to be in relatively good agreement with this result. The only clear exception is theFeCuNiMn model alloy. This is not surprising, considering that in this system strongthermodynamic driving forces are at work (Cu insolubility) which are not included in thepresent model. Lastly, the right panels in Fig. 7 to Fig. 10 report the composition of the NSRC in term ofpoint defects. Overall, OKMC predicts that 5% to 20% of them have a vacancy content.Likewise, no more than 20% to 50% are predicted to have an SIA content, while theremaining part is predicted to be free of point-defects. From a different point of view,extra figures provided in the supplementary material highlight that OKMC predicts that
only 5% to 15% of the vacancies are associated with solute atoms. This is in goodagreement with PAS evidence [72-75]. The analysis of the details of the events that take place during the OKMC simulationshelps to rationalize the different mechanisms described in Fig. 1. Strictly speaking,making a detailed balance of each transition depicted in the figure is not straightforward,because they involve a large number of actual KMC events. Overall, an analysis of theoutput of the OKMC simulations reveals that a large proportion of NSRC has an SIAorigin. Depending on the case (material, irradiation condition, etc), and the assumedvalue for ESat(bind ) , we estimate that 80% to 95% of the NSRC are originally nucleated bySIA defects, i.e., following the mechanisms depicted in Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c. Thiscan be further illustrated by analysing the sensitivity of the model predictions withrespect to the events defined in Fig. 5 (fully described in the supplementary material):
 Events A are the only source of solute transport. They are thus essential in the model,
because no formation of NSRC would be predicted otherwise. It is worth noting that they
are accurately parameterized from DFT calculated migration energies.
 Events B describe the interaction between single SIA defects and solute clusters. Our
simulations reveal that these events are relatively rare, and they thus have a negligible
influence on the model predictions.
 Events C describe the interaction between SIA loops and solute clusters. Our assumption is
that the total binding energy is additive from contributions with individual solutes. This has
the consequence that a loop is fully immobilized as soon as it is decorated by a couple of
solute atoms. This is clearly a key assumption in the model. If EO1 ,O2
(bind)  is assumed to be
negligible for events C, then the OKMC model predicts a number density of NSRC about
an order of magnitude lower.  
 Events D describe the interaction between single vacancies and NSRC. The sensitivity of
the model predictions with respect to the involved parameter ESat
(bind )  is illustrated in Fig.
7 to Fig. 10. The lower ESat
(bind ) , the lower the number density of NSRC predicted by the
OKMC model.
Fig. 7 – Summary of the prediction of our OKMC model for the formation of NSRC in model alloys, when irradiated in a MTR. Where possible, direct comparison isdone with experimental evidence from APT and/or SANS. The line thickness for OKMC predictions denotes the uncertainty with respect to the saturated bindingenergy ESat(bind ) , as defined in the supplementary material. The left panels summarize the geometry of the NSRC in term of number density N, average size D, andvolume fraction (f = ND3/6) in the material. The central panels summarize the chemical composition of the NSRC, normalized to unity and excluding Fe. Dashedhorizontal lines indicate the content in the material, computed from Tab. 1. Finally, the right panels inform about the fraction of NSRC containing vacancies, SIA’s, orno point-defects.
Fig. 8 – Summary of the prediction of our OKMC model for the formation of NSRC in base metals in RPV steels, when irradiated in PWR conditions. Legend is as in Fig. 7.
Fig. 9 – Summary of the prediction of our OKMC model for the formation of NSRC in base metals in RPV steels, when irradiated in a MTR. Legend is as in Fig. 7.
Fig. 10 – Summary of the prediction of our OKMC model for the formation of NSRC in weld metals of RPV steels, when irradiated in PWR conditions. Legend is as in Fig. 7.
5 Discussion and conclusionOur model provides reasonable predictions of the nanostructure evolution underirradiation, as compared with post-irradiation APT and SANS examination results, in afairly wide range of alloy compositions and irradiation conditions. This suggests that thephysical mechanisms depicted in Fig. 1, on which it is based, are realistic. The keymechanisms are thus: (a) dragging of solute atoms by single point-defects; (b)heterogeneous nucleation of solute clusters on small point-defects cluster, especially SIAclusters, as revealed while analysing the results of our simulations. Strictly speakingwhat is depicted in Fig. 1 is not precipitation, but solute segregation at sinks. This is aconsequence of the processes strongly supported by DFT calculations and atomisticsimulations. The composition of the clusters is thus largely the consequence of thetransport of solutes by point defects. Therefore, depending on the respective diffusivitiesand thus on temperature, it should bear some correlation with the alloy composition.Importantly, in this scenario the fundamental mechanisms never change over theduration of the irradiation and the NSRC develop in a continuous way. This agrees withthe absence of observation of changes of embrittlement mechanisms with increasingneutron dose [93]. The most simplifying assumption in our OKMC model is the use of a constant “saturatedbinding energy” (denoted as ESat(bind)  above and defined in details in the supplementarymaterial) between a point-defect/solute pair and a large solute cluster. This parameter isby nature local and should depend on the composition of the cluster (solutes andfraction of vacancies), but it is here assumed to be global and constant over time. Sincethe composition of the clusters depends on the composition of the steels, somevariability of this parameter from material to material is physiological and unavoidable.This variability is indeed observed. The composition of the clusters may also be changingwith dose, thus the assumption of a single constant value may fail even along the samesimulation in a given steel. In some cases it does happen that a wider range of variationfor ESat(bind )  is needed to match the experimental data points. However, the variability islimited to a small range of values (see Eq. 5 and discussions above) and the assumptionof a single constant value fails only in a few cases, thus making it an acceptableapproximation to describe the process of vacancy emission and cluster dissolution. Inany case, since this “saturated energy” has a clear physical definition, it can potentiallybe better assessed in the future, or even the approximation of a single parameter mightbe removed, by extending DFT calculations to larger sizes. This is currently not feasiblebecause, in addition to computing time limitations, it entails a practical problem of datahandling, as well as smart interpolation schemes, that could possibly be tackled in thefuture with the use of machine learning [94]. The fact that solute clusters can only dissolve after their SIA content has been removedsuggests that a large proportion of clusters effectively observed should contain SIA, i.e.be associated with SIA clusters or loops. This is what our model predicts, as illustrated inthe right panels in Fig. 7 to Fig. 10. While solute clusters will also continuously form onvacancy clusters without any SIA content, these will also be inherently less stable,because they can dissolve, thereby indeed surviving only if grown above a critical size,similarly to a ‘nucleation and growth’ process, and are proportionally less. These small,continuously forming and dissolving vacancy-solute clusters are unlikely to be seen byAPT, due to their size, but may be identified by PAS, thanks to the chemical signatures in
the environment around vacancies. Evidence of the formation of vacancy-Mn-Ni soluteclusters from PAS has indeed been found [73-76]. It is unclear, however, whether theseclusters can be associated with the so-called “unstable matrix damage” postulated as anadditional hardening contribution at high neutron dose rate [69, 70], because it isunclear whether they will actually measurably contribute to hardening and ensuingembrittlement. MD simulations suggest that the presence of vacancies in the clusterreduces, rather than increasing, its strength [95], when interacting with edgedislocations. In contrast, when interacting with screw dislocations the formation ofhelical turns may result in a strong hindrance to dislocation motion [96]. It is difficult toanticipate which effect will be dominant.In a recent work, Ke et al. [43] proposed a cluster dynamics model for RPV steels basedon the underlying idea that irradiation mainly accelerates the kinetics of phaseseparation due to vacancy supersaturation. They thus inherently assumed that the NSRCare precipitates of thermodynamically stable phases, following the predictions ofThermo-Calc [67]. As a correcting factor, the model of Ke et al. also included an extraterm generically associated with “radiation-induced heterogeneous nucleation ofprecipitates on point defect clusters produced in displacement cascades”. Interestingly,the fitting of the model to experimental data revealed that the latter term is dominant inmost cases over the thermodynamic component, in some cases by orders of magnitude.This result is thus in good agreement with the result of the present study. In spite ofputting emphasis on two different aspects (thermodynamics driving forces or solutetransport and heterogeneous seeding), both approaches therefore strongly suggest thatSIA defects play a dominant role in NSRC formation and evolution under irradiation.  In perspective, the developed model could be applied to other alloys and steels,including ferritic/martensitic steels for next generation reactors. In terms of modelimprovement, sensitivity studies and application to simulate post irradiation annealingto assess the thermal stability of the nanostructural features are expected to beinstrumental. When coupled to existing physical models for the assessment of radiationhardening [35-36], the present model is expected to provide a power toll for theassessment of radiation-induced hardening in irradiated RPV steels under a variety ofirradiation conditions, including conditions of relevance for long term operation, forwhich experimental data are limited.
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SM.1 Detailed parameterization of the OKMC modelThis section fully details the parameterization we adopted for the four events depicted inFig. 5 in the main manuscript.Except for A1, all these events correspond to the separation of a reactant in twoproducts, denoted as O O1 + O2, where by convention O1 is the object that migratesaway from O2.  As a convention, each object O is described in the model by a vector C, thecomponents of which are its chemical composition and content in point defects,expressed by a series of integer numbers: 
C (O )=[nd , nFe ,nCu ,n¿ ,nMn , nSi , nP ]          (SM1)
Here, nd is the number of point defects in the object. By convention, if nd<0 its modulegives the number of vacancies, whereas if nd>0 its value indicates the content in SIA. Inthat latter case, nFe indicates the content in number Fe atoms, whereas nCu, nNi, nMn, nSi and
nP indicate the content in number of solute atoms. For convenience, we define as nTot thetotal number of solutes:
nTot = nCu + nNi + nMn + nSi + nP             (SM2)By assumption, only the Fe-Fe dumbbell, denoted as [1,1,0,0,0,0,0], may induce an intakeof Fe to a NSRC, when absorbed in a cluster. 
SM.1.1 Event A – Single point-defects carrying a solute atomThese events describe the transport of solute atoms by single vacancies.
Description of object O: 
nd = -1 or 1 ; nFe = 0 ; nCu + nNi + nMn + nSi + nP = 1
Description of object O1: [nd,0, nCu , nNi , nMn , nSi , nP ]    for event A1 (migration)[nd,0, 0, 0, 0 , 0, 0]                     for event A2 (dissociation)
Description of object O2: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]   for event A1 (migration)[0, 0, nCu , nNi , nMn , nSi , nP] for event A2 (dissociation)The frequencies of these events are directly calculated without approximation, in theinfinite dilute limit, from migration energy data derived by L. Messina et al. [48-50]. Forevent A1, we write:
Γ❑
(Mig)=Γ0
(Mig)  exp (−E❑(Mig)kBT )                 (SM3)Where Γ0(Mig )  is the attempt frequency and E❑(Mig)  the migration energy. Likewise,the frequency of dissociation for event A2 is described as:
Γ❑
(Diss)=Γ 0
(Diss)  exp (−E❑(Diss)kBT )                (SM4)Where Γ0(Diss )  is the attempt frequency and E❑(Diss)  is the dissociation energy. Theseparameters were evaluated performing atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC)simulations, following a method described in Refs. [SM1]. The primary events in theAKMC model, i.e., the vacancy migration energy as a function of the solute atom coupledto it and their exact relative positions, were evaluated with DFT in Refs. [48-50]. Theobtained numerical values are listed in Tab. SM1.
Table SM1 – Parameters associated with events A1 and A2 in the OKMC model, for a single vacancycoupled to a solute S. The case of a solute coupled with a SIA defect (forming a mixed dumbbell in the
dilute limit) is also tabulated for Mn and P; other solutes do not have any binding with the SIA, thereforethe event is not allowed.Solute S Γ 0(Mig)  (1012
s-1)
E❑
(Mig )
(eV)
Γ0
(Diss )  (1012 s-
1)
E❑
(Diss)(eV)Vacancy-S pairsCu 44.3 0.757 6.190 0.791Ni 5.8 0.724 8.46 0.819Mn 44.3 0.757 6.19 0.791Si 25.4 0.806 19.2 0.964P 2.24 0.614 27.4 1.06 SIA-S mixed dumbbellsCu Not allowedNi Not allowedMn 4.22 0.304 68.5 0.862Si Not allowedP 2.45 0.141 25.0 1.07 
SM.1.2 Event D – Single vacancy unbinds from a vacancy-solute clusterThis event describes the interaction between a single vacancy and a vacancy-solutescluster, determining the propensity to dissolve it or not when moving away from it. 
Description of object O: 
nd ≤ -1 ; nFe ≥ 0 ; nCu + nNi + nMn + nSi + nP > 1
Description of object O1: [-1,0, nCu(e), nNi(e), nMn(e), nSi(e), nP(e) ] With ntot(e)=nCu(e)+n¿( e)+nMn(e )+nSi(e)+nP(e) = 1 (vacancy-solute pair) or 0 (single vacancy)
Description of object O2: [nd + 1, nFe, nCu - nCu(e), nNi - nNi(e), nMn - nMn(e), nSi - nSi(e), nP - nP(e) ] Here, nCu(e), nNi(e), nMn(e), nSi(e), nP(e) denote the solute content in the emitted object, and
ntot
(e)their total number .The migration energy EO1(mig)  in Eq. 2 depends on the solute content of the migratingobject O1. If the vacancy does not carry a solute atom away from the defect ( ntot(e)=0 ),the migration energy is that for a vacancy in pure Fe, i.e. 0.63 eV. As discussed in [81],this value corresponds to the prediction provided by a (reliable) interatomic potential.The experimental value of the vacancy migration energy is 0.55 or 0.57 eV, while DFTtends to predict higher values, round 0.7 eV; the advantage of using the interatomicpotential value is that: (i) it is a sort of average; (ii) more importantly, it guaranteesconsistency with the energy values for larger clusters, that can only be estimated usingan interatomic potential. If it does carry a solute atom ( ntot(e)=1 ), the correspondingvalue in Tab. SM1 is used.The binding energy EO1 ,O2(bind)  in Eq. 2 also depends on the solute and vacancy content ofthe defect. As previously mentioned, in this work we generated a table of values derived
from DFT, covering all possible cases as long as nTot – nd ≤ 3. The data are listed in sectionSM.3.For the other cases (nTot – nd > 3), the estimated binding energy EO1 ,O2(bind ) (C (O1) ,C(O2))|Esti n Eq. 4 should be extrapolated from the available DFT data for higher nTot, up to anypossible size. As explained in section 2, our understanding from the theoretical andexperimental evidences about NSRC is that "nucleation" occurs heterogeneously, as aconsequence of segregation of solutes on sinks for solute-dragging point-defects.Therefore, our understanding is that the free energy gain provided by the hypotheticalformation of a phase can be described, in first approximation, with simplifyingassumptions. In this process the nature of the solutes already segregated is assumed toplay a secondary role; consistently, one can assume that the binding of a vacancy willsaturate to a constant value when the size of the cluster is large enough, and will also belargely independent of the types of solute atoms located, and the presence of othervacancies, around the emitted vacancy. This saturation value needs to be estimated,assuming emission of a single vacancy or a vacancy-solute pair.If the vacancy that is emitted drags no solute atom along with it ( ntot(e)=0 ), then thevalues in our DFT database (see section SM.3) are found to vary between 0.21 eV and0.83 eV, depending on the exact solutes involved. For the cases where nTot = 2, the averagevalue is 0.462 eV, and for the cases where nTot = 3, the average value is 0.534 eV.Therefore, we expect the binding energy to be larger than 0.5 eV for bigger NSRC. Wethus assumed a constant value:
EO1 ,O2
(bind )|Est
n tot
(e)=0
=¿  0.6 eV                (SM5)
If the vacancy that is emitted drags one solute atom along with it ( ntot(e)=1 ), then thevalues in our DFT database are found to vary in a larger range, between -0.02 eV and 1eV , depending on the exact composition of object O. For the cases where nTot = 2, theaverage value is 0.172 eV, and for the cases where nTot = 3, the average value is 0.516 eV.We again assume a constant value, to a first approximation, for all compositions of largerclusters. However, our experience with the model is that relevant predictions areobtained only if the binding energies translate the intuitive requirements that (a) smallNSRC should preferably dissolve by emitting single vacancies paired with a solute atom;(b) bigger NSRC should be less likely to dissolve, and thus preferably emit vacancies notpaired with solute atoms. The first feature is visible in our DFT data (small clusters),because:
⟨EO1 ,O2(bind)|DFTnTot
(e)=0
−EO1 ,O2
(bind)|DFT
nTot
(e)=1⟩=0.083 eV              (SM6)That is, the single vacancy is in average (slightly) more strongly bond to the cluster than the vacancy-solute pair. Therefore, we assume that the effective binding energy between a vacancy-solute pair and a NSRC can be approximated as follows:
EO1 ,O2
(bind )|Est
nTot
(e)=1 = 0.52 eV + (nTot+|nd|−3 )
nSat−3
(ESat(bind )−0.52eV )       if  (ntot+|nd|)<nSat      (SM7)                         = ESat(bind )               otherwise              (SM8)
With these equations, we assume that the binding energy is 0.52 eV on average for thesmaller NSRC (nTot = 3), whereas it linearly increases for larger sizes. The binding energyis assumed to saturate to a constant value ESat(bind )  once the NSRC is big enough, whosesize is denoted as nSat. Our experience revealed that nSat = 65 elements leads tosatisfactory results. This number corresponds to a compact spherical cluster,surrounding the central lattice site up to the 6th nearest neighbours distance. 
SM.1.3 Event B – Single SIA unbinds from a cluster of solute atomsThis event describes the interaction between a single SIA and a solute cluster,determining the propensity to dissolve it or not while moving away from it. Note thatonly Mn and P atoms may be dragged away from the NSRC, because Cu, Ni and Si atomsare not energetically favourable in mixed dumbbells.
Description of object O: 
nd = 1 ; nFe ≥ 0 ; nCu + nNi + nMn + nSi + nP > 1
Description of object O1: [1,0, 0, 0, nMn(e),0, nP(e) ] W i t h ntot(e)=nMn(e)+nP(e) = 1 (mixed dumbbell emitted) or 0 (Fe-Fe dumbbellemitted)
Description of object O2: [0, nFe, nCu, nNi, nMn - nMn(e), nSi, nP - nP(e) ] The migration energy EO1(mig)  in Eq. 2 depends on the solute content of the migratingobject O1. If the SIA does not carry a solute atom away from the solute cluster ( ntot(e)=0), the migration energy is the one of the SIA in pure Fe, i.e. 0.31 eV [SM2]. If it does carrya solute atom ( ntot(e)=1 ), we take the corresponding value in Table SM1.The binding energy EO1 ,O2(bind)  in Eq. 2 also depends on the solute content of the migratingobject. It should thus, ideally, be evaluated with DFT, e.g. up to nTot + nd = 3 as for thesingle vacancy case (see event E in section SM.1.2). Considering that this event isexpected to be relatively rare, however, we considered it sufficient, to a firstapproximation, to roughly estimate the binding energy as follows: If the SIA drags no solute atom along with it ( ntot(e)=0 ), we assume that the effectivebinding energy is governed by the highest binding between a single SIA and any of thesolutes found in the NSRC. Therefore:
EO1 ,O2
(bind )|Est
n tot
(e)=0
=maxS (ESIA , S(bind) ∙(1−δ nS))                (SM9)Here, S denotes the chemical species (S = Cu, Ni, Mn, Si or P), and nS the number ofcorresponding solutes in the object O, and δ nS  is Kronecker’s symbol ( δ nS  = 1 if nS
¿0  while δ nS  = 0 if nS ¿0 ). Finally, ESIA , S(bind) is the binding energy between a singleSIA and a single solute atom S. The values estimated with DFT are provided in Tab. SM2
Table SM2 – Binding energies in eV, evaluated with DFT, between a single SIA and a solute S (first line), and between a 37 111 SIA loop and a solute S (second line)Cu Ni Mn Si P Ref
ESIA , S
(bind) 0.13 eV 0.15 eV 0.39 eV 0.19 eV 1.02 eV [SM3]
ELoop , S
(bind) 0.40 eV 0.20 eV 0.37 eV 0.40 eV 1.06 eV [52]If the SIA drags one solute atom along with it ( ntot(e)=1 ), a similar reasoning as thediscussion above in section SM.1.2 can be followed. For simplicity, in first approximation,we followed the same logic, and therefore applied Eq. SM7 and Eq. SM8 using the sameparameters.
SM.1.4 Event C – SIA loop unbinds from a cluster of solute atomsThis event describes how the mobility of loops is affected by decorating solutes. 
Description of object O: 
nd > 1 ; nFe ≥ 0 ; nCu + nNi + nMn + nSi + nP > 0
Description of object O1: [nd, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ]   
Description of object O2: [0, nFe, nCu , nNi , nMn , nSi , nP] The emission of a single SIA from an SIA cluster is already highly unlikely in pure Fe [68],thus it is neglected here as well. Since the loop cannot transport solutes on longdistances while migrating [64], the only possibility left is a detachment of the loop fromthe whole cluster of solute atoms, that will obviously become the less likely, the moresolutes decorate the loop. DFT data concerning the binding between SIA loops andindividual solute atoms are provided in [52], for up to two solutes decorating the loop.The DFT data for two solutes are shown in that work to be roughly additive. We thusassume that, as long as the number of solutes is small, they will interact very little witheach other, especially if located close to the edge of the loop where the interaction is thestrongest. Hence, in order to estimate EO1 ,O2(bind )  i n Eq. 2, we assume, to a firstapproximation, that decorating solutes have independent and attractive binding actionson the loop, for any number of solutes:
EO1 ,O2
(bind )|Est
❑
= ∑
S=Cu,∋, Mn, Si , P
❑
ES ,nI
(bind) ⋅nS          (SM10)
Here, E S ,nI(bind)  is the maximum value (edge) provided in [52], as summarized in Tab. SM2.
SM.2 Additional figures reporting predictions of the OKMC model
The figures below provide extra information concerning the composition of the NSRC as predicted by our OKMC model. Like in the manuscript, different colours denote different values for ESat(bind )  in Eq. SM7.On the left panels, the Fe content in the NSRC according to the model is reported. Asexplained in the main document, this balance accounts for the number of SIA defects,free of solute atoms (no mixed dumbbells), that were absorbed by the solute clusters.This is therefore our estimation, based on the assumption that Fe can only be brought toNSRC in this way, irrespectively of the hypothesized artefacts inherent to the APT. We cansee that the predicted Fe content is quite low, in the majority of cases lower than 10%. Itis also found to increase with decreasing ESat(bind ) . This can be explained in the followingway. Decreasing ESat(bind )  favours the release of single vacancies from solute clusters.Indirectly, this extra content of single vacancies in the material bulk contributes toeliminating single SIA defects. Their reduced content in the materials thus reduces theamount of Fe atoms brought to the NSRC. On the right panels, the proportion of vacancies decorated by solutes is reported. Here,vacancies are counted as single defects. For example, a di-vacancy cluster is countedtwice as a single vacancy. We count the number of single vacancies, irrespective of howmany there are in the cluster, Nvcl, that belong to a complex that contains more than 5solutes (Nscl is the total number of solutes in the cluster, Nscl >5). The curves correspondto the ratio Nvcl/Nscl. We see that this ratio varies with the value of ESat(bind ) , as well. Itincreases with ESat(bind ) , as a direct consequence of increased binding between solutesand vacancies. In any case, we conclude that the majority of the vacancies are likely to befound in defects (single vacancies or vacancy clusters) decorated with little amounts ofsolute atoms. 
 
 
SM.3 Parameters obtained with density functional theoryIn Eq. 3, the application of the OKMC model requires the knowledge of the value of thebinding energy between a vacancy (optionally coupled to a solute atom) and a smallcluster of solute atoms. This energy was evaluated by DFT calculations for up toquadruplets of solute atoms, using VASP [SM4, SM5]. The calculations have beenperformed using pseudopotentials from the VASP library, which were generated withinthe projector augmented wave (PAW) approach [SM6]. They were spin polarized and theexchange-correlation functional was described by the generalized gradientapproximation (GGA) of Perdew et al. [SM7], with the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (VWN)interpolation of the correlation energy [SM8]. Periodic boundary conditions and thesupercell approach have been used for all calculations with 128 atoms and a latticeparameter of 0.2831 nm. The Brillouin zone has been sampled using the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [SM9], with 3 ×3 × 3 k-points. The calculation of defect energies have beenperformed at constant volume for all the configurations, thus relaxing only the atomicpositions. The binding energies calculated with DFT are listed in the following tables. The first sixcolumns indicate the chemical composition of the solute cluster in the initial state O. Thenext six columns indicate the chemical composition of object O1, i.e., what solute atom isdragged along with the vacancy, while moving away from the cluster. Finally, the lastcolumn gives the binding energy estimated with DFT. Positive values mean attractiveinteractions, and vice versa.
Object O composition Object O1 composition EO1 ,O2(bind ) (eV )
nVac
❑ n¿
❑ nMn
❑ nSi
❑ nP
❑ nCu
❑ nVac
❑ n¿
(e) nMn
(e) nSi
(e) nP
(e) nCu
(e)
1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.49
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.27
1 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.56
1 0 0 0 0 1 1.01
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.54
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.22
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.34
1 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.55
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.89
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.82
1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.75
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.31
1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.75
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.66
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.97
1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.83
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.66
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.47
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.16
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.2
1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.75
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.69
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.61
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.19
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.11
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.61
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.35
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.48
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.8
1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.74
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.56
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.44
1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.51
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.05
1 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.57
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.32
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.65
1 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.62
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.39
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.21
1 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.54
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.02
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.49
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.25
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.16
1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.67
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.57
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.88
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.29
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.08
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.8
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.72
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.9
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.68
1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.54
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.54
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.33
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.38
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.17
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.04
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.33
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.51
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.36
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.53
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.49
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.01
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.2
1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.45
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.43
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.13
1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.31
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.11
1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.29
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.16
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.32
1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.61
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.63
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.82
1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.22
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.27
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.4
1 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.22
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.34
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.39
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.3
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.15
1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.44
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.59
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.8
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.45
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.28
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.01
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.61
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.7
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.79
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.72
1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.64
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.72
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.54
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.39
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.17
1 0 0 1 0 0 -0.02
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.54
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.58
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.66
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.58
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.59
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.16
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.37
1 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.47
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.47
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.24
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.37
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.17
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.12
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.56
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.46
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.44
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.67
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.7
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.59
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.64
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.83
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.21
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.18
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.16
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.35
1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.36
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.34
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.33
1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.28
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.17
1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.43
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.44
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.59
1 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.62
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.63
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.73
1 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.53
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.49
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.6
1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.54
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.51
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.41
1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.38
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.41
2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.23
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.23
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.24
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.24
2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.4
2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.56
1 0 0 0 1 0 0.56
2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.32
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.32
3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.7
1 1 0 0 0 0 0.8
3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.76
1 0 1 0 0 0 0.82
3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.81
1 0 0 1 0 0 1
3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.1
1 0 0 0 1 0 1.33
3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.05
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.93
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